
 
 
 

Belgrade, December 29th, 2015 
 
 
 
 
RE: SERBIAN OPEN INDOOR 2016 
 
 
 
Athletic federation of Serbia is proud to announce that we will be the host of the first indoor 
meeting ever in Serbia on Tuesday, March 1, 2016. Competition is named “SERBIAN OPEN 
INDOOR 2016” and it will be broadcasted live on national television (RTS). 
 
The events that will be on the program at the meeting are: 
-60m man and woman 
-60m hurdles man and woman 
-400m man and woman 
-800m (U18) man and woman (national athletes only) 
-1500m man 
-3000m woman 
-long jump woman 
-shot put man 
-high jump man 
 
The foreign athletes that manager’s and (or) their federations want to enroll at the 
competition should meet our following criteria: 
 

Athletes need to have at the previous competition season (2015) or current indoor season 
(2016) result minimum equal to 1100 points according to IAAF scoring table. This is our “entry 
standard” to even consider of accepting any athlete, so please keep it in mind. Here are the 
minimum results of each event: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



 
 
 

WOMAN 
-60m                       7.36 (100m-11.52) 
-60m hurdles                    8.27 (100m hurdles-13.43) 
-400m                               52.93 (400 indoor-53.58) 
-3000m                          9:01.78 (1500m indoor-9:08.30) 
-long jump                         6.52m 
  

MAN 
-60m                     6.70 (100m-10.32)                                   
-60mhurdles          7.82 (110m hurdles-13.82)  
-400m                              46.21 (400m indoor-47.11)             
-1500m                           3:40.52. (1500m indoor- 3:44.16)  
-shot put                        19.65m                                     
-high jump                     223cm 
 

The athletes that we as organizers are accepting at the competition will  be reimbursed with 
300 Euros maximum for the airplane ticket and will be accommodated for two nights free of 
charge at the official hotel with full board. Keep in mind that the athlete has to finish his or 
hers event in running and sprinting events and need to have measured jump, cleared height 
or measured throw in order to have his air ticket refunded, with no acceptations.  
Athletes preliminary entries are welcomed as soon as you receive this letter, but our final 
confirmation of the athletes that we are welcoming will be on February 22nd. 
We are offering WILD CARDS to the athletes of BALKAN countries (ABAF). Athletes from these 
countries that don’t meet our criteria for entry standards will be accepted only if their 
federation send the request for the WILD CARD. We are able to accept one male and one 
female athlete from each of ABAF countries without the entry standard, if the federation has 
the wish to enlist such an athlete. For such athletes (one male and one female) we will 
provide accommodation for two nights and full board. Transportation should be organized 
and paid by their federations or by the athletes individually.  
 
The competition will be organized according to IAAF rules. 
Doping control officials will be present at the competition. 
 

 
 
 
 

  



 
 
 

We have prepared prize money for every individual event (except the U18 800m man and 
woman) and extra bonuses for top ten results overall (man and woman altogether) 
according to IAAF indoor scoring tables. The amount that the athletes will receive is NETO, 
after taxes. 
 
1. EVENT  INDIVIDUAL PLACINGS (except U18 800m) 

 

1st Place 150 Euros 
2nd Place 100 Euros 
3rd Place   50 Euros 
 

2. TOP TEN RESULTS (IAAF indoor scoring tables) 
 

1st Place  4000 Euros 
2nd Place  3000 Euros 
3rd Place  2000 Euros 
4th Place  1000 Euros 
5th Place   600 Euros 
6th Place   400 Euros 
7th Place   300 Euros 
8th Place   200 Euros 
9th Place   150 Euros 
10th Place   100 Euros 
 
We are waiting for your entries and are hoping to be your exceptional hosts. 
Sincerely yours, 
 
 
Meeting director 
Dragutin Topić 

 
 

  


